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CLOSING THE LOOP HOLE
Drivers are to be banned completely from using a mobile phone ( or some might say a mini computer)
while driving in the UK in an effort to further reduce deaths and injuries on the road caused by using
such devices. The new laws will catch up with the way in which the trechnology has developed over
the years which means that such devices are no longer just mobile phones but can do a range of other
things.
It is already illegal to text or make a phone call (other than in an emergency) using a hand-held
device while driving and the law will now go further to ban drivers from using their phones to take
photos or videos, scroll through playlists or play games etc.
This will mean anyone caught using their hand-held device while driving will face a £200 fixed penalty
notice and 6 points on their licence.
“Hands-free” use of a phone will still be permitted, provided the phone is secured in a cradle. Drivers
must, however, always take responsibility for their driving and can be charged with an offence if the
police find them not to be in proper control of their vehicle.
There will be an exemption to the new law for drivers making a contactless payment using their
mobile phone while stationary to ensure the law keeps pace with technology. This exemption will
cover, for example, places like a drive-through restaurant or a road toll, and will only apply when
payment is being made with a card reader. It will not allow motorists to make general online
payments while driving.

DANGER FROM E-SCOOTERS CATCHING FIRE
Transport for London (TfL) has announced that all privately-owned e-scooters, including those that
can be folded or carried, will be banned from being taken onto the capitals public transport. The
move follows a number of recent incidents where privately-owned e-scooters have caught fire while
being carried onto public transport.
In response to these incidents, TfL has reviewed the safety of escooters and their suitability for carriage on the transport
network.
The incidents that have occurred were caused by defective
lithium-ion batteries which ruptured without warning, leading to
fires that caused toxic smoke to be released. TfL considered that
if this were to happen and fires occurred in an enclosed area like
a tube, train or a bus, there could be significant harm to both
customers and staff, as well as secondary injuries from customers
trying to escape the area.
The Ban came into effect on Monday 13th December 2021. The rule also applies to e-unicycles.
Rental e-scooters are also not currently allowed on TfL services.
The London Fire Brigade are supporting the ban and fire Investigators are saying that theyhave
growing concerns about the safety of e-scooters & e-bikes due to the amount of fires crews are
attending which involve them
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PARKING ON THE PAVEMENT
Parking on the pavement which forces pedestrains into the road rumbles on and Living Streets has
urged the Government to issue its response to a consultation on pavement parking in England, which
closed more than a year ago which sought views on proposals to ban ‘antisocial’ pavement parking.
Many feel that the situation is getting worse and in many instances there is no need for cars to drive
up onto the footpath in order to park as the road
is plenty wide enough to allow through traffic.
The consultation looked to improving the traffic
regulation order process to make it easier for
councils to prohibit pavement parking, giving
councils powers to fine drivers who park on
paths, and a London-style nationwide ban on
pavement parking.
The survey found that 80% of parents surveyed agreed they would feel safer to let their child walk to
school if vehicles weren’t parked on the pavement.

CHANGES TO THE HIGHWAY CODE
Following consultation introduced in July 2020 the Government is going ahead with plans to introduce
a hierarchy of road users, as part of a series of updates to The Highway Code aimed at improving
road safety for cyclists, pedestrians and horse riders.
The hierarchy of road users sets out to ensure ‘those who can do the greatest harm have the greatest
responsibility to reduce the danger or threat they may pose to others’. As result it recognises those
who drive motorised vehicles must take and give way to the more vulnerbale road users
Other updates which will be included
clarify existing rules on pedestrian priority on pavements and reaffirm that drivers and riders should
give way to pedestrians crossing or waiting to cross the road
establish guidance on safe passing distances and speeds when overtaking cyclists or horse riders, and
ensure they have priority at junctions when travelling straight ahead. The changes will be made and
placed in the Highway Code in the early part of 2021

VIEWS FROM THE OVER 60’s
There are some interesting finding from a new survey conducted by IAM RoadSmart from a sample of
some 3,000 motorists aged 60 years and over.
More than half (55%) of respondents agreed with the statement that senior drivers should be retested
every five years after their licence renewal. In fact, many are willing to conduct such tests
independently, with nearly two-thirds of respondents (65%) claiming that if there was a DIY kit
available to test their driving fitness, they would use it and nearly half (46%) were in support of a
flexible licensing system which might, for example, restrict drivers to only using local roads or driving
in daylight hours.
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NEW APPROACH IN GREAT MANCHESTER
Greater Manchester is bringing together experts from across the country to help develop an action
plan to reduce road danger in the region. More than 700 people are killed and seriously injured (KSI)
every year in Greater Manchester, with pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists being
disproportionately represented.
The plan, a commitment made by Andy Burnham as part of his mayoral manifesto, looks to tackle
road danger by addressing five key pillars: safe behaviours, safe speeds, safe streets, safe vehicles
and efficient post collision response.
An advisory group has now been established to provide expert advice to the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority and Transport for Greater Manchester on the development and implementation
of the plan. The membership of the group, which will meet once every six weeks, includes senior
transport officials, police officers, academic experts and representatives from UKROEd and Road
Safety Support.
The group will be chaired by Chris Boardman, Greater Manchester’s transport commissioner.
NEW SHADOW TRANSPORT SECRETARY
Louise Haigh has been appointed shadow transport secretary in an opposition re-shuffle, replacing
Jim McMahon who is moving to cover the environment, food and rural affairs brief.
Louise Haigh was first elected as the Member of Parliament for Sheffield Heeley
in May 2015 and served as shadow Northern Ireland secretary for just over a year
and a half, having been appointed in April 2020.
Before that she was shadow policing minister, a post that allowed her to draw on
her experience as a former special constable.

BIGGEST GYRATORY UPGRADED
Were you aware that Junction 23 on the M25 in Hertfordshire (pictured) which connects the M25 with
the A1(M) for Hatfield at South Mimms is the biggest gyratory system on the National Highways
network at around 1.2km in circumference and sees some of the highest traffic flows on London’s
orbital motorway.
National Highways, its contractors and their
workers have now completed a £7.5m upgrade at
the junction which has involved the widening of
the southbound A1 entry slip road to provide a
two-lane entry onto the southbound A1. The
upgrade also sees a new footway for pedestrians
from the service station to the existing footway.
National Highways said the upgrade has made the
junction safer and easier for drivers and also
includes an upgrade of the traffic signal timings
to improve flow through the junction.
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WORK HALTED ON M3
Something which will please many campaigners is the decision by National Highways to temporarily
paused planned works on the M3 between junctions 9 and 14 to turn it into a Smart Motorway while
the Department for Transport consider the findings and recommendations of the recently-published
Transport Select Committee’s inquiry into the safety and rollout of smart motorways.
The motorway upgrade was due to take place on the M3
between the A34 interchange at Junction 9 near
Winchester and the M27 interchange at Junction 14. This
stretch of motorway has significant inclines and
frequently sees stop-start traffic during busy periods.
National Highways stressed that the M3 plans are
technically only paused but no indication was given as to
when or indeed whether work would recommence.
It was anxious to point out that work on other smart motorway schemes, which are well into
construction, is continuing as planned. National Highways confirmed that the M3 is the only scheme
where a decision to halt work has been made at this point.
FIRST CHIEF ROAD SAFETY ADVISER
Professor Nick Reed has been appointed as the first chief road safety adviser for National Highways
and will work with executive directors and the National Highways board to help achieve zero harm
on England’s motorways and major A-roads by 2040.
As well as providing independent advice, he will also strive to build relationships
with partners and stakeholders.
Professor Reed led human factors and driver behaviour research at Transport
Research Laboratories for 13 years before becoming head of Mobility R&D at
international engineering firm Bosch. He also holds a visiting professorship at the
University of Surrey.

NEW APPOINTMENT AT THE DEPARTMENT FOR TRANSPORT
Wendy Morton MP has been appointed Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the Department for
Transport (DfT), replacing Chris Heaton-Harris who has moved to the Foreign Office to become
Minister of State for Europe.
Wendy was previously minister for Europe and Americas at the Foreign,
Commonwealth & Development Office (FCDO). She was also was
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for the Ministry of Justice from July
2019 to February 2020 and Assistant Government Whip from January 2018
to July 2019.
She was first elected as the Conservative MP for Aldridge-Brownhills in May
2015.
Her ministerial duties at the DfT have yet to be confirmed.
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GETTING A DRIVING TEST – STILL A PROBLEM
A estimated half a million learner drivers are waiting to take their
test amid a huge backlog according to figures obtained by the AA
Driving School. Driving tests were of course prohibited during
coronavirus lockdowns, leading to a backlog of candidates and
many people are still struggling to book a test without waiting
several months. DVSA figures as at 22nd October showed 538,832
tests were booked for the following 24 weeks suggesting that if
you have not got a test booked now having recently started to
learn to drive there is at least a six month waiting time.
One of the consequences of this means that learners who have
already taken their theory test run the risk of it expiring before they can take their practical test as
the Governement will not extend the lifetime of a theory test certificates and so they have to take
it again.
The DVSA has announced a series of measures to provide more test slots, including holding tests
outside normal hours including on weekends and bank holidays, launching a campaign to recruit more
examiners and asking recently retired examiners to return. However recruiting more examiners does
not solve the immediate problem as they have to be trained to undertake the test. It has also urged
learners to only take their test when they are confident they can pass – and they should listen
carefully to their trainer who is best placed to make that judgement.
DRINK DRIVE FIGURES SUGGEST AUGUST IS WORST MONTH
You might well expect given the additional campaigning which is done during December that drink
driving was mainly confined to this time of the year but a new analysis by Brake shows how it is a
year-round problem.
BRAKE Research has demonstrated that
December is the second worst month for drinkdrive crashes and the fourth worst for people
killed and seriously injured, demonstrating
drink-driving is a danger at Christmas and
year-round;
Between 2012 and 2019 the highest number of
drink-driving crashes and people killed or
seriously injured occurred, on average, during
the month of August;

Between 2012 and 2019, there were 46,860
drink-driving-related crashes, causing 1,860
deaths and 13,340 serious injuries;

Brake looked at data covering the eight-year period between 2012 and 2019, which showed that on
average the month of August saw the highest number of drink-driving crashes (4,170), as well as
people killed or seriously injured (6,260).
However on a positive front Drink Drive messaging has over the years along with the penalties for
getting caught has demonstrated a change in behaviour although there is a long way to go so perhaps
now the wider approach of alcohol consumption and the dangers it causes in health terms should be
exploited more which could well deliver added benefit to reducing drink driving.
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DRUG DRIVING
There has been a 110% increase in the number of drug driving reports Crimestoppers has passed on
to police forces over the last three years. Between April 2020 and March 2021, Crimestoppers sent
10,580 reports to the police, compared to 5,028 between April 2018 and M arch 2019.
Now a new national campaign has been launched by Crimestoppers, in partnership with D.tec
International, in a bid to target the ‘rising threat’ of drug driving emerging now to be far worse in
terms of driving criminality that drink driving. The
campaign is urging people to speak up about regular drug
drivers to help prevent potentially fatal collisions from
happening.
D.tec International, which supplies drug detection kits to
police forces, says there has been significant increases in
arrests for drug driving in some areas and the campaign
campaign highlights how drug drivers put not only their
own, but other people’s lives at risk.
Crimestoppers is therefore urging people to blow the whistle and provide information about known
regular drug drivers, by providing the following information:
•
•
•
•
•

Who the person is and what they look like?
Where do they take drugs and how often do they do it?
What type of drug or drugs they are taking regularly
Where and when are they driving?
The offender’s vehicle make and registration number

Drug driving has grown and is now a significant and rapidly growing problem across the UK. Since it
was introduced as an offence six years ago, only now is the scale of the problem becoming apparent
with two to three times more arrests than drink driving in some parts of the UK.
Anyone with information about regular drug drivers is asked to complete Crimestoppers’ simple and
secure anonymous online form at www.crimestoppers-uk.org or alternatively call the charity’s UK
Contact Centre on freephone 0800 555 111.

NEW DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS
Bill Smith has been appointed as Road Safety GB’s new director of communications. The voluntary
post of director of communications has been vacant since early 2020. Bill Smith has had a disquished
career in road safety engineering and education spanning more than 40 years, in both local
government and the private sector with much Much of his time being spent
working in Scotland with Strathclyde Roads and Glasgow City Council. Bill also
sat on and chaired various Road Safety Scotland and National RoSPA road
safety committees during this time and it was my priviige to have been his
Vice Chairman of RoSPA National Road Safety Committee.
Bill is currently employed by Amey Consulting in the strategic road safety
team. Before this, he worked nationally and internationally as business
development director for an award-winning road safety education and
communications organisation.
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RE – LAUNCH OF HONEST TRUTH RESOURCES
Founded in 2009, The Honest
Truth is a national road safety
initiative which works in close
collaboration with emergency
services, local authorities and
approved driving instructors
(ADIs) to improve young driver
safety has re-launched its
range of resources in a bid to
make them ‘more versatile’
for all those who use them to
spread the word to young
drivers .
The campaign graphics feature the use of animal heads to depict risky driving behaviours. These
assets are available for organisations and road safety teams to licence and use in their various
activities and messaging and for driver trainers to to provide simple and effective inputs to their
pupils about using the road in in a safer way and additional to mechanical skills training enabling
them to purely control the vehicle.
In September 2019, The Honest Truth became part of FirstCar – an organisation which has worked
alongside road safety professionals for more than a decade to deliver interventions for a variety of
audiences, including young drivers.
In a move away from The Honest Truth’s roots, FirstCar says the new resources divide the ADI
intervention and campaign assets in two. It notes that although the education delivered by instructors
shares many of the same themes and materials as before, The Honest Truth campaign can now be
run in isolation. This makes it ‘more versatile for road safety teams who don’t always have the
resources to engage with ADIs’.

DRIVING TEST – WASTED APPOINTMENTS
In an end of year letter from the Chief Executive of the Driving Standards Agency to all driver trainers
it has been revealed that there are a high number learner drivers not turning up for their driving test
which will be infuriating many who are having to wait well into next year for a date. This waste of
an appointment that someone else could potentially have used is not helped when the candidate does
not make any effort to call and postpone their test.
Some 40,533 learner drivers have not turned up for their driving test since they restarted in April
2021. With around 37,000 driver trainers on the register and allowing for a
handful of candidates who do not use a driver trainer, it does not seem very
much when you score that as one person per driver trainer but the culmination
produces for what will be seen by many as totally unacceptable. I appreciate
that people do become ill in the current climate overnight but sorry not 40,000
plus who coincidentally were due to take their driving test!
The numbers of tests where this has been happening has been steadily increasing. In November 2021,
more than 6,600 appointments were wasted because people did not turn up on the day which could
have been used by other people.
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THE RIGHT BPM WHEN DRIVING IS CRITICAL
For a long time now, we have been aware that the music we listen to whilst driving can affect our
actual behaviour behind the wheel. It may be a little late by the time you read this so far as your
Christmas travel is concerned but relevant for future listening when considering its impact on one’s
choice relating driving to beats per minute (bpm). Brunel University London, Coventry University and
the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), working with Direct Line Motor Insurance can reveal
the festive songs that can have the best and worst effects on a motorist’s mental state when driving
home for Christmas – and the ones that are better suited.
However, the research shows that Chris Rea’s ‘Driving Home for Christmas’, at 90 bpm, may be too
slow to suitably stimulate motorists on monotonous motorway trips. This will not be music to the ears
of millions of motorists, as it has been voted the third most popular Christmas song with 28 per cent
of Britons citing it as one of their favourites – just behind The Pogues’ drunken ballad ‘Fairytale of
New York’ (34 per cent) and Maria Carey’s ‘All I Want for Christmas Is You’ (28 per cent).
Brunel’s research reveals that in stressful driving environments, such as urban roads that demand a
higher amount of perceptual and processing work from the brain, it is best to listen to slower music.
This is because the mental load imposed by the driving environment is quite high and so fast,
stimulative music can lead to overload. Therefore, Christmas classics such as ‘Stop the Cavalry’ by
Jona Lewie, ‘Santa Baby’ by Eartha Kitt or ‘White Christmas’ by Bing Crosby – all of which have a
slower tempo, would be ideal for city driving.
On longer journeys, there are fewer external factors that elevate the mental load of driving, which
can lead to mild mental fatigue and boredom. Accordingly, songs in a moderate-to-fast tempo range
(of between 100 bpm and 130 bpm) are optimal. ‘Do They Know It's Christmas?’ By Band Aid, ‘Jingle
Bell Rock’ by Bobby Helms and ‘Merry Christmas Everybody’ by Slade are all ideal tunes to add to a
playlist. However, it’s ‘Last Christmas’ by Wham! that is rated as the best song for long drives thanks
to its moderate tempo of 108 bpm, catchy lyrics and ‘happy’ harmonic structure.
Professor Costas Karageorghis of Brunel University said
“Our research suggests that mild mental
stimulation through music can be beneficial
on long motorway drives with several popular
Christmas songs providing just that. What
drivers should look out for when populating
their festive road-trip playlists are positive
lyrics, a tempo range of 100–130 bpm, low-tomoderate levels of syncopation and engaging

instrumentation. It is also advisable not to
play the music too loudly, so that you are still
able to hold a conversation with passengers in
the vehicle and hear the music as well as the
surrounding traffic. We’d advise keeping the
fast/loud music for the family get-togethers,
rather than using it for driving at this festive
time of year.”

Christmas classics that Direct Line identified as having a potentially negative impact on long drives
are ‘Stay Another Day’ by East 17 and ‘Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas’ by Frank Sinatra,
which at 64 bpm and 68 bpm respectively may have a ‘snooze factor’ about them, with drivers at risk
of soporific effects on their driving. ‘Sleigh Ride’ by The Ronettes, poses an opposing problem, as at
182 bpm it has a tempo that may induce speeding – as well as five key changes, which give a feeling
of more and more energy to the driver.
These findings are important, as further research from Direct Line found that 46 per cent of those
driving to visit friends or family over Christmas – some 11.1 million people – say that they always
listen to Christmas music, with 76 per cent of this group stating that they always sing along with
festive cheer.
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WHAT ARE DRIVERS DOING AND WHAT DO THEY KNOW
After a Collision
Two thirds of drivers would initially call someone other than their
insurer following a collision according to a poll by the newly
launched AA Accident Assist, a complimentary service for all its
members regardless of their insurance provider.
Imagining they were in a collision where no one was hurt, but
damaged the car to the extent that it needed repair, more than
two fifths (43%) would contact their breakdown provider in the
first instance for help. A fifth (20%) of women would call their
partner in such circumstances while more than a third (37%) of young drivers would call their parents.
While many will eventually contact their insurer at some point after the incident, the poll shows that
drivers will often seek help and assistance from other sources first before calling their insurance
company.
Road Atlas
In a Yonder poll of more than 15,000 drivers, nearly one in five drivers say
that they have never updated their road atlas while 11 per cent will probably
update to a new edition after about five years whilst around 18 per cent of
those surveyed purchase a new one every three years. Just 7 per cent renew
their road atlas every year. No doubt the advent of sat navs means that
drivers are more content with the final stages of their journey and now only
need to be broad guidance by a road map before they start their journey and
don’t carry one in the car.
Drivers in Northern Ireland and Scotland were least likely to have renewed
their road atlas whilst people in the East and West Midlands were updating
their versions more regularly.
The survey results coincide with the AA’s announcement that their relaunched 2022 AA Atlas range.
Green Number Plates
One third of drivers don’t know what green mark on a number plates represent. Ideas expressed by
some in a poll conducted by the AA ranged from; being allowed to park in green zones; the driver is
an Irish national; drivers who voted for Brexit; people who were members of the Green Party;
In a survey based on 14,719 drivers almost one third did not know what green number plates
represented more than six months after their
introduction. However, six in ten did correctly
state that the green slash on the numberplate
indicated that this was a zero-emission vehicle.
The new numberplates were introduced in December 2020. Younger drivers were more likely to
correctly identify this compared to the over 65s.
Drivers in Wales (59%) and Northern Ireland (54%) were least likely to give the correct answer, whilst
those in London, perhaps due to the high density of EVs, were most likely to get it right (66%).
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MOTORCYCLE LICENSING, TRAINING AND TESTING
The
NMC,
are
recommending
comprehensive
changes
to
the
motorcycle licensing system which they
believe will make it safer for all
concerned and believe that the UK’s exit
from the EU provides an opportunity to
revise a complex rider licensing system
that has not led to road safety
improvements. There is now therefore an opportunity to review and revise the regulations to better suit
UK circumstances whilst emphasising the need to maintain alignment with the Vienna Convention and
maintain high overall safety standards to ensure the continued exchangeability of licences for those moving
away from the UK.
(The current training and testing regulations have evolved under the EU’s Driving Licence Directive (DLD)
regime were designed with the mission to make motorcycling safer. However, the NMC analysis reveals
that changes introduced from 2009 have failed to make motorcycling safer in the area of headline casualty
numbers and casualty rates per mile travelled. Indeed, the number of riders killed or seriously injured
has actually risen. Until February 2021, motorcycle rider licencing was subject to regulations set by EU
directives, with various versions having been in place over the time of the UK’s membership of the EU.
The current directive ceased to apply in the UK on January 31st 2021 although UK licensing law remains
aligned to European law.)
The NMC’s position on licensing is based on the following principle: To make the licensing regime easier
to understand and access, while maintaining appropriate road safety standards in training. The NMC does
not propose a dilution of testing and training standards, but it does propose a decrease in the amount of
arbitrary ‘box-ticking’ bureaucratic steps that faces novice motorcyclists and to create a system which is
simpler to understand and access, while maintaining the UK’s high standards.
Accordingly, the NMC proposes for the UK system to more closely align with the international norms as set
out in the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic, which are recognised world-wide – including by the EU.
However, the NMC emphasises as part of its proposals of testing and training, there should be no dilution
of standards, or removal of aspects that work towards safer motorcycling. Instead, best practices need to
be applied more intelligently, so that riders are incentivised and encouraged to get a full licence.
The NMC propose the following changes:
Improved CBT syllabus. Theory & Hazard
Perception test to be taken and passed before
CBT.
Licensing needs incentivisation; via
upgrades from a lower to a higher
rather than repeat testing to move
licence categories on the progressive
route.

Abolition of A2 licence. Passing the motorcycle
test for A1 to grant access to an A licence.
However, as per the pre 2009 2nd DLD, this
licence will be restricted, gaining access to the
current A2 specification of machine. The
restriction will be lifted once riders complete a
compulsory skills training course – which will
available from one year after the test is passed.

training
category
between
licencing

Direct access minimum age to return to 21 years
old.

Each licensing step should also allow access to
machines up to the minimum test vehicle
specification for the next category of licence (to
be ridden on L-plates). This should also apply to
those who gain full moped licences aged 16.

Access to post-test training also needs further
incentivisation.
Minimum licence test vehicle specification for
electric motorcycles needs to be redefined for
each licensing category.

A return to a single event test, rather than the
current two-part format.
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NON-INJURY CRASH DATA WOULD BE HELPFUL
At some point in 2022 we are going to see a new road safety strategy which rightly so will no doubt
be based on the Safe Systems Approach, a concept which we all understand in theory but I still feel
that we struggle to know just how to implement its principles in order to deliver the casualty
reductions we crave.
Just how do we actual bring together in a
meaningful way safer roads, safer vehicles, safer
road users supported by post-crash care. Just
how do we reconcile the belief that drivers make
mistakes with consequences which range from
damage only to the loss of life and the way in
which we deal with those who have made the
errors and I am not talking here about flagrant
breaches of the law.
Branch will improve our overall understanding
about those crashes which give rise to serious
injury or death – one might say shutting the door
after the horse has bolted - but it will not look at
major crashes where no one is injured. The
reason given for this is based on the numerical
scale of the problem something we don’t get in
rail and marine where whether anyone is injured
or not the Collision Investigation Branch is
deployed.

I then find myself struggling with following the
evidence as the phrase goes which looks only at
those who are injured and not those who have
been involved in horrific crashes but to their
fortune walk away. When you only use evidence
from injury crashes it means that we fail to take
into account all those incidents which could have
been. We may well get a good idea of where
human behaviour is failing with regard to those
who speed, drink and drug drive and use mobile
phones for example which we can apply across
the board of both those injury and non-injury
crashes but we do not get the evidence of
location, time of day, number of people and age
of people involved etc if no one is injured which
must mean that we are making decisions about
what to do with our highway on insufficient data.

There is a thin blue line between being involved
in a crash and walking away from it or being
killed. There may well be factors which impact
on the outcome which it would be very useful to
know as to why it was that someone was able to
walk away from a horrific crash whilst others are
killed in what by comparison could be described
as a minor bump.

Whilst recognising the valuable work of the road
assessment programme which risk rates our
network and provides a valuable insight of where
things might go wrong that it not the actual
reality.

The fact remains that there is an enormous gap
in the information we have and the lessons we
could further learn from those who survive if we
mandated to collect data about all collisions
making it legal requirement to report any crash.

The question in my mind therefore is are we only
improving locations where there might have been
the outcome of a serious injury or death rather
than a site where we have managed to get away
with any serious personal outcome but there
have been many more incidents.

Emotive as it may be, we need to get away from
the fact that focus so much on those who are
killed and forget what might have been. The Safe
Systems approach suggests more about
prevention rather than cure so we need to follow
that through in holistic way.

As I see it, the idea of the long-awaited
establishment of a Road Collision Investigation

One hopes that if we do end up with a Road Collision Investigation Branch that we can go further in
our quest to look at non injury crashes.
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Traffic Safety Roads
EVENTS

REDUCING CASUALTIES BY STOPPING CRASHES
Organised by the Graham Feest Consultancy in
conjunction with the UK ROAD SAFETY NETWORK
https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-events/upcomingevents/coventry-2022/
Monday 31st January 2022
https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-events/upcomingevents/bath-2022/
Monday 28th February 2022
https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-events/upcomingevents/york-2022/
Monday 7th March 2022.
Follow the links to find the details which will take
you to the registration forms. Three events under
the same title but with different speakers/
presenters.
BOOK NOW TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

CONTACT NETWORKING LUNCHES
Organised by the Graham Feest Consultancy
for
the UK ROAD SAFETY NETWORK

13th January 2022 – Exeter
23rd February 2022 - Basingstoke
https://www.grahamfeest.com/ukroad-safety-network/maintainingcontact-meetings/
Follow the link to find the details and how to
reserve your place of your choice
BOOK NOW TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
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Traffic Safety Roads
OPPORTUNITY WITH RoSPA
As many of you will know I have the privilege of being Chairman of RoSPA’s National Road Safety
Committee and as such I am able to bring to the UK Road Safety Network an opportunity for you to
become more closely involved in the work of road safety. A good deal of work in our field is
undertaken by large organisations throughout the country but much is also done by “private
contractors” who have vision and ideas along with being able to put together a variety of programmes
and research projects as required.

RoSPA is currently seeking to increase its associate policy risk insights and analytical team capacity
as a result of projects and partnership growth.
They are a charity with over a century of experience of improving road safety, and preventing lifechanging injury in all aspects of life. They work alongside policy and decision makers across all levels
of UK government and their global membership and high performing networks include some of the
world’s largest and most recognised brands.
They are now looking for a number of open minded and critical thinking people who possess such
skills as solid analysis experience and strong communication skills with a good understanding of road
safety risk policy and experience or understanding of project management techniques*.
This is really a great opportunity for anyone who is interested in really getting involved in trying to
make a difference. They are interested to hear from individuals who feels they have something to
offer but at the same time do not be put off because you feel you don’t tick all the boxes as
mentioned above*. They are keen to offer opportunities to the right kind of people who have a
variety of skills and the right attitude to the overall concept of making a difference.
This is not a full-time job but on an as and when required basis with task matched to meet your
own personal skill set as required.
It would be well worth your while if interested to call for an informal chat to find out more.
Please contact either:
Becky Needham, Road Safety Manager, England, rneedham@rospa.com
David Walker, Head of Road and Leisure Safety, djwalker@rospa.com
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